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Brief Analysis

Part of a series: The KRG Turns Thirty

Watch an expert webcast on the evolving oil politics between the KRG in Erbil and the Iraqi national government in Baghdad.
Years after Saddam Hussein used Iraq’s petroleum wealth to buy chemical weapons, deploy them against his own people, and evade punishment for the crime, Iraqi Kurdish parties made sure to secure some rights over hydrocarbon management in the country’s new constitution. Today, after three decades of existence, the Kurdistan Regional Government exports nearly half a million barrels of oil per day. Yet Baghdad continues to dispute these rights, and the KRG’s control over its resources is increasingly vulnerable to internal political fractures and economic mismanagement.

To assess U.S. interests and influence in addressing these energy challenges, The Washington Institute hosted Part 3 in a virtual Policy Forum series on the KRG’s thirtieth anniversary, featuring Ambassador James Jeffrey, Matthew Amitrano, and Bilal Wahab.

Watch video from Part 1 (/node/17430) and Part 2 (/node/17464) of the series.
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